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idly growing research on inser
vice education is a nearly impos-

sible task.' Even if one can keep up
with it, the results reported are often
speculative, contradictor,, and confus
ing, The research techniques, t pes of
measurements, and the groups stud-
ied vary greatly among researchers
Drawing conclusions from such a het-
erogeneous conglomeration can lead
to frustration and further confusion
Yet most research reviews and integra
tive works continue to be largely a
pattern of reviewers' personal judg-
ments, individual creativity, and pre
ferred styles (Jackson, 1978)

Even though many more people are
writing about staff development,.few
accounts present concrete evidence of
its effects on teachers and students
Loucks and Melle (1982) conclude that

U i: . l hl l , most staff development reports are
simply statements of participant satis-
faction, which are then used to deter-
mine the success of a program Baden
(1982) suggests that inservice educa-
tion should become a systematic effort
to create behavior change in teachers
and, eventually, in students While par-
ticipant satisfaction and local support
are invaluable to inservice programs,
there is a need to systematically deter-
mine their efficacv Effectiveness
should he measured not only at the

Staff developers need to take a second level of the teacher-participant huta ~also at the level of the students with
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What is needed is a systematic meth-
od for integrating findings across inde-
pendent studies by converting them to
a common base. Integrative analysis,
or what Glass (1976) termed meta-
analysis, provides the necessary per-
spective for this systematic integration.

With meta-analysis. all quantitative
studies on a particular topic can be
compared by making them part of a
larger class or category: in this case,
effects of inservice teacher training
programs. The technique has limita-
tions in that the researcher can only
examine the data that commonly exist
in a particular body of literature. The
result, however, is precise quantitative
estimates of the size of effect of various
practices, based on a large number of
studies.

Effect sizes are computed from sum-
mary statistics reported by authors.
More specifically, effect size is the
difference between the means of the
treated and control groups divided by
the standard deviation of the control
group (Glass, 197') By standardizing
the scores, characterizing each as the
size of the effect in relation to the
standard deviation. the various sets of
scores can be put on the same scale.
After effect size calculations are made,
statistical analvses can be used to iden-
tify the independent variables that ac-
count for the changes A positive effect
indicates that the experimental treat-
ment was more effective than the con-
trol procedure. while a negative effect
indicates that the control treatment
was more effective An effect size of .5
means that the treatment group
showed one-half a standard deviation
greater change than the control group.

In this study, I used meta-analvsis to
answer the following questions:

I What are the effects of inservice
training programs on teachers in the
typical studv?

2. Does inservice training have dif-
ferent effects for different intended
instructional outcomes? For example,
does the effect size van' if the goal of
the training is increasing participant
learning, changing participant behav-
ior, eliciting positive participant reac-
tions to the training, or influencing
students of participants?

3. Finally, do the effects of training
vary as a function of duration of train-
ing, training group characteristics, lo-
cation and scheduling, sponsorship,
incentives for participation. training
group structure, and instructional
techniques?

Method
I began bv making an exhaustive
search of the literature to obtain stud-
ies that met the topical criteria as well
as provided the necessary data from
which to calculate effect size. I re-
viewed over 300 journal articles, dis-
sertations, and Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC) documents
published or presented between 1968
and 1983: of these, 91 were selected
for inclusion in this meta-analvsis. To
be included, a studv needed to meet
the following criteria: (1) the study
was quantitative rather than qualita-
tive; (2) the data necessary for calculat-
ing effect size were presented; (3) the
data related to one of the major ques-
tions in this study, and (4) subjects of
the studv were public school teachers
or their students in grades K-12.

I initially read many of these select-
ed studies to determine the variables
that were frequently represented in
this body of literature and to ferret out
the most commonly used independent
variables I came up with a list of 28
variables, which I grouped into eight
categories in order to describe the
main features of the studies. These
variables include: (1) effect levels or
goals of the training, (2) duration, (3)
training group characteristics. (4) loca-
ton and scheduling. (5) sponsorship,
(6) participant incentives, (-) struc-
ture, and (8) instructional techniques.
It is important to note that while I
examined each variable independent-
Iv, I also looked at variables 2 through
8 in terms of variable 1 to determine
whether the goal of the training influ-
enced the effect size of each variable.

I treated each studv as an individual
unit of anah-sis and considered multi-
ple dependent variables or multiple
comparison groups as separate data
sets. The 91 studies vielded '15 data
sets
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Results
1. Effect Letel. For all studies. I

separated effect levels into four cate-
gories that defined the level at which
the evaluation was directed:

0Reaction assessed how the partici-
pants felt about the inservice training

0 Learning measured (usuallv
through pretests and post-tests) the
amount of learning that Awas achieved

· Behatior measured whether par-
ticipants changed their behavior as a
result of a staff development interven-
tion

*Results determined whether there
was an impact in the classroom, usual-
Iv on students, as a result of teacher
training

The findings indicate that insertice
teacher education programs reported
in the literature are moderately effec-
tive. Inservice treatment of any kind,
on the average, resulted in .52 of a
standard deviation greater change
than control groups. Such an outcome
should provide reassurance to staff
developers and other educators who
wonder whether the time, monev, and
effort invested make a difference

When the data are grouped by the
level at which the evaluation was di-
rected, the findings are conclusive.
Attempts to increase participants'
learning through inservice teacher
training are highly effective (. 90 mean
effect size): attempts to change partici-
pants' behavior and to elicit positive
reactions to the training are moderate-
ly effective ( 60 and 42 mean effect
size, respectively): while attempts to
demonstrate results by Ilx)king at the
students of participants are only mildlx'
effective ( 3' mean effect size)

lasting more than 30 hours Similarly,
there was no significant difference in
the effect sizes of programs lasting six
months or less versus thiose lasting
more than six months

3. Training Grotup Characteristics
Training groups involving both ele-
mentar' and secondary teachers
achieved higher effect sizes than
groups enrolling only elementary' or

only secondary level educators My
findings corroborate the often-reportn-
ed fact that greater effects are evident
after training a group of elementanr
teachers versus a group of secondarV
teachers, but working with both
groups together may suggest some
new training possibilities

Contrarv to popular opinion, wheth-
er a participant voluntarilh chooses to

"... the evidence
is beginning to
point to the fact
that coaching, as
an instructional
technique, does
not have the
potential to
alter teacher
behavior... ."

2. Duration. The studies in this
meta-analvsis indicated that there was
no significant effect of length of treat-
ment. This includes studies with train-
ing ranging from a few hours to those
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attend insert ice training or is required
to attend does not make a significant
difference in training effect size It is
reassuring to note that over 85 percent
of the 609 data sets in this category
reported voluntars participation. in
fact, the- had 23 standard dev iations
greater effectiveness than mandatory
participation studies, hut the differ-
ence was not statisticall significant

The size of the training group ( 1-20,
21-t40. 41-60, greater than 60) did not
have a significant effect on training
results. nor did comprosition of the
group in terms of wnhether participants
were a faculty unit or a group of
unrelated individuals
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4. Location and Scheduling No lo-
cation or scheduling variables pro-
duced a statistically significant impact
on effect size. Variables included on-
site versus off-site training and sched-
uling during or outside of school
hours

S. ponlsorsnp Training programs
initiated, developed, or funded by- the
state or federal government or a uni-
versitn were significantly more effec-
tive than those initiated within the
schxool, either hb teachers. administra-
tors, or supervisors This finding does
not support the popular belief held bh
mans staff developers that teacher-ini-
tiated training programs are more

effective. Perhaps education profes-
sionals who work outside the schools
have more time and financial re-
sources av-ailable to develop, test, and
present training programs for teach-
ers In anv case. these results do not
support the limited federal role in
school improvement suggested bs
Berman and McLaughlin (19-'8) but do
support the School Improvement
Study (Loucks, 1983). w-hich found
high success rates in federal- a, well as
state-funded programs.

0 Participant Incenturc.s When a
participant was selected to take part in
training. either bv- being designated as
a representatise of a particular group



or through a competitive selection
process, the effect size was significant-
ly greater than for all other incentives
studied. This effect may take place
because the "best" people are chosen
to participate. or perhaps these indi-
viduals work harder when they have
been "chosen" to participate

The incentive of college credit, fol-
lowed by released time, produced
moderately positive effect sizes. Pay,
certificate renewal, and no incentive
resulted in small positive effect sizes
that were well below the mean effect
size for all incentives studied.

7. Structure Independent study pro-
duced the highest effect size of the
structures examined. An explanation
for this large effect may be that the
independent study structure appeals
to the most highly motivated people
There do not appear to be important
differences in the effect sizes among
workshops, courses, mini-courses, or
institutes, all of which produced effect

"Contrary to
popular opinion,
whether a
participant
voluntarily chooses
to attend inservice
training or is
required to attend
does not make
a significant
difference...."

sizes near the mean and are moderate-
ly effective

8 Instructional Techniques. The re-
sults of analyzing data by the types of
instruction that yield the highest effect
sizes indicate that four types of instruc-
tion are significantly more effective
than others. The most effective instruc
tional methods are observation of ac-
tual classroom practices, micro teach
ing, video/audio feedback, and
practice

Instructional methods associated
with significantly lower effect sizes are
discussion, lecture, games/simula-
tions, and guided field trips.

In spite of many speculative claims
that coaching greatly enhances instruc
tional effectiveness, I could find no
evidence for this in the 225 cases using
coaching Coaching, modeling, mutual
assistance, printed material, produc-
tion of instructional materials, pro-
grammed study. and fim were all
moderately effective hut did not pro-
duce significantly higher effect sizes
than the mean of all instructional
methods examined

The next logical question tu) exam
ine is whether some combination of
instructional methods produces signif-
icantly higher effect sizes than the
mean of all instructional methods ex-
amined. I grouped together many dif-
ferent combinations of types of in
struction to see if some particularly
effective combination existed. These
combinations included: (]) lecture,
modeling, practice, coaching, (2) lec
ture, discussion, modeling, practice,
coaching; (3) lecture, discussion, mod
eling, video/audio feedback, coaching;
and many others. The result was that
any combination resulted in an effect
size somewhere near the mean at-
tained for all instructional methods
grouped together. Thus it appears that
there is no "magical" combination of
methods for effective instruction.
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Practical rather than theoretical in-
struction, with the instructor taking
almost exclusive responsibility for the
design and teaching of the class, re-
sults in significantly higher effect sizes.
In classes where participants are en-
couraged to teach each other through
classroom presentations, group work,
and discussion sessions, a lower effect
size results

Although instructors represented
many job categories (such as teacher,
support staff, administrator, consul-
tant, college personnel), only self-in-
struction produced a large positive
effect size This may say something
about the effectiveness of self-instruc-
tion as a technique, but it more likely
indicates that any individual who is
motivated enough to complete a pro-
gram of self-instruction is likely to
achieve successful results. Support
staff and college personnel as instruc-
tors are moderately effective, while
teachers and state department of edu-
cation representatives produced only
small positive effects. Administrators
and consultants did not have enough
cases for making significant conclu-
sions.

Conclusions
Meta-analysis provides an objective
technique for research synthesis. Its
emphasis on quantification ensures
against projecting personal bias onto a
vast field of educational research. Most
of my findings are consistent with
earlier meta-analvses of inservice
training byJoslin (1980) and Lawrence
and Harrison (1980). However, I ex-
amined several new categories that
had not been previously examined
through meta-analysis. My findings
contradict some commonly held as-
sumptions regarding effective training
practices.

There is no "magic formula" for

effective inservice programs. Figure 1
provides a summary of practices asso-
ciated with statistically significant,
above-average effectiveness. Staff de-
velopers who wish to plan programs
for maximum effectiveness should
contemplate the following sugges-
tions, which are based on the out-
comes of this meta-analysis:

1. Plan programs in which elemen-
tar-v and secondary teachers can partic-
ipate in training together whenever
appropriate.

2. Encourage teachers to become
involved in state-, federal-. or universi-
ty-initiated programs.

3. Offer incentives for participation,
such as enhanced status or college
credit, whenever possible.

4. Encourage independent study
and self-instruction as alternatives to
the traditional workshop format.

5 Suggest that instructors set clear
goals and take major responsibility for
the design and teaching of the class
rather than encouraging participants
to assume these roles.

6. Use instructional techniques such
as observation, micro teaching, video/
audio feedback, and practice as alter-
natives to lecture. discussion, games/
simulations, and guided field trips.

Throughout the staff development
literature, coaching has been cited as
an effective technique for achieving
"transfer of training." As Griffin (1982)
noted, "this inferential model is a po-
tentially powerful one for staff devel-
opers if it proves to be accurate."
However, the evidence is beginning to
point to the fact that coaching, as an
instructional technique, does not have
the potential to alter teacher behavior
as proposed by Joyce and Showers
(1981). Not only has this study found
that coaching to achieve transfer of
training was only moderately effective,
other evidence concludes that coach-
ing as an instructional technique may
not alwavs be effective. Sparks (1983)
found that workshops plus trainer-
provided coaching were not superior
to workshops alone or to workshops
plus peer observation.
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Levinson (1962) suggested that the
"psychology of coaching" is an impor-
tant, vet often neglected consideration.
which results in the failure of coaching
in the field of management. Levinson
cited four reasons that coaching might
fall short of its potential as a develop-
ment technique:

*The coach and the trainee rarelv
have the "psychological time" to de-
velop the kind of relationship based
on mutual respect that is necessary for
effective coaching.

* Because there is usually not much
tolerance for giving people time to
grow, the coaching relationship is of-
ten impaired by pressure from superi-
ors to get information from coaches
that might be used against the trainee

* Coaches often do not know how
to foster independence: therefore,
quick solutions are sometimes pro-
posed that do not fit the complexity of
the problem.

*The coaching situation is in dan-
ger of being blocked by the universal

feeling of rivalry and its accompanying
fears.

These potential impediments may
be why coaching was only moderately
effective in the 225 cases in this meta-
analysis. Under some specific circum-
stances, coaching may be an effective
technique, but it does not seem to
provide a panacea for staff develop-
ment programs

Although these suggestions should
guide staff developers, they are only a
part of what is needed to provide
effective inservice education Many fac-
tors are involved in determining the
effectiveness of anv given insertice
activity Context issues-such as un-
derstanding the school climate: princi-
pal support: and adequate resources.
including time and an understanding
of the needs-should not be underes
timated. Nor should process issues
such as governance and teacher invest
ment be overlooked

Nevertheless, the odds for success-
ful staff development can be increased

if staff developers consider the factors
that have been clearly demonstrated to
be related to effectiveness El

'Insertice education and staff develop
ment have been used interchangeabhl to
mean an - training activxit designed to in
crease the competencies needed bh! teach
ers in the performance of their assigned
responsibilities
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HiBdiB s of Research
on uwervice Teacher Education
A meta-analysis of 91 well-documented studies shows that:

* Inservice training that includes both elementary and secondary
teachers is often more effective than inservice for either group sepa-

*onervce is most successful when participants are given special
crOguO, ; fob r their inolvement, are selected on a competitive basis,

orlse dmps to participate.
i --- _of who conducts inservice sessions (trainers come
rl{ie d ''l :jobb dcssifications), teachers are more likely to

_ti R ea on their own. Similarly, of all the different
I Mt · Stcrtres, independent study is the most effective.

i, e:re- .ms a cal combination of methods for successful inser-
J* *.l :::; , iaWervice programs that use observation, micro
HIn and: w:~ isual feedback, and practice-either individually
_oIIe sn more effective than programs that do not

t .-l'hTu: !oevidec that "coaching" greatly enhances instruction-
I! d e uu. M best, it is moderately effective.

i* mervi bless successful when participants are regarded as major
i r . Programs are more effective when the leader assumes
ht role of "gier of information" and the participants are "receivers of
nformantion.'
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